Convective overturning arising from static instability during winter is thought to play a crucial role in the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). In ocean general circulation models (OGCMs), a strong reduction in convective penetration depth arises when horizontal diffusion (HD) is replaced by Gent and McWilliams (GM) mixing to model the effect of mesoscale eddies on tracer advection. In areas of sinking, the role of vertical tracer transport due to convection is largely replaced by the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion along sloping isopycnals. Here, the effect of this change in tracer transport physics on the stability of NADW formation under freshwater (FW) perturbations of the North Atlantic (NA) in a coupled model is examined. It is found that there is a significantly increased stability of NADW to FW input when GM is used in spite of GM experiments exhibiting consistently weaker NADW formation rates in unperturbed steady states. It is also found that there is a significant increase in NADW stability upon the introduction of isopycnal diffusion in the absence of GM. This indicates that isopycnal diffusion of tracer rather than isopycnal thickness diffusion is responsible for the increased NADW stability observed in the GM run. This result is robust with respect to the choice of isopycnal diffusion coefficient. Also, the NADW behavior in the isopycnal run, which includes a fixed background horizontal diffusivity, demonstrates that HD is not responsible in itself for reducing NADW stability when simple horizontal diffusion is used. Our results suggest that care should be taken when interpreting the results of coarse grid models with regard to NADW sensitivity to FW anomalies, regardless of the choice of mixing scheme.
Introduction
The deep ocean is ventilated by high latitude sinking of cold and dense water. Convective overturning of the water column during winter in the North Atlantic (NA) and the abyssal outflow of cold shelf water formed in the Ross and Weddell Seas and off Adelie Land around Antarctica contribute too much of this process. Upwelling into the ocean's thermocline and wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Ocean (SO) are responsible for the eventual removal of this cold and dense water. During sinking, the release of potential energy by convective overturning leaves vertically homogeneous tracer distributions through gravitationally unstable parts of the water column. Coarse-resolution OGCMs prohibit explicit representation of this process. Instead, enhanced vertical diffusivity (e.g., Hirst and Cai 1994) or a convective adjustment algorithm such as that suggested by Rahmstorf (1993) is employed for unstably stratified vertically adjacent cells.
In a model, deep convection may facilitate significant inflow and sinking at the top of the water column and outflow at the bottom. The outflow of dense water into the lighter surrounding area and its subsequent propagation at the bottom of the overturned column allows shallower inflow into the overturned areas by continuity of mass. Also, this artificial convection acts to damp the impact of surface fluxes in water mass formation regions by vertically mixing surface properties deep into the interior. For example, North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation occurs in a region of net precipitation (Schmitt et al. 1989) . With a positive feedback of increasingly stable stratification, net precipitation can lead to reduced frequency, reduced spatial extent, and reduced depth of convection, leading to an eventual shutdown of NADW sinking (e.g., Rahmstorf 1996; Zang et al. 1993) .
Despite the importance of convection in models in transforming water-mass properties at high latitudes, the process alone does not set water-mass formation rates. For example, Bryan (1987) showed that the strength of the meridional overturning (MOT) decreases with decreasing vertical diffusivity. Similarly, model studies indicate the role of SO winds in setting at least part of the strength of NADW formation (e.g., Toggweiler and Samuels 1995) . Therefore, even though NA convection may enable and enhance sinking, the process alone does not prescribe a sinking rate. Indeed, ocean climate models are generally hydrostatic, with convective overturn occurring independently of any calculations of vertical velocity, which is instead determined diagnostically by the continuity equation.
Ocean general circulation models representing subgrid-scale turbulent mixing of tracer properties by way of a horizontal diffusivity generally overestimate the extent and depth of convective overturning in the World Ocean. Reduced areas of convection occur with the introduction of the parameterization of Gent and McWilliams (1990, hereafter GM) where eddy-induced tracer advection terms, with a tendency to flatten isopycnals, are introduced. The first study to show a sharp reduction in mid-and high-latitude convection with introduction of GM was Danabasoglu et al. (1994) . Subsequent studies (e.g., England 1995; Hirst and Cai 1994; Danabasoglu et al. 1994; Duffy et al. 1995; England and Rahmstorf 1999; Sørensen et al. 2001 ) confirm a consistent and large-scale reduction in convective transport, convection depth, and spatial extent of convection with the introduction of GM. This reduction is due in part to the widespread increase in vertical stratification caused by the GM parameterization. However, Hirst and Cai (1994) also show that the vertical component of isopycnal diffusivity replaces convection as an active vertical tracer transport agent. They find an implied mixing rate projected onto the vertical of 10 times the background value for modestly sloped isopycnal surfaces (about 1:5000) in the upper 90 m. They show that implied mixing can be of the order of 1500 times the background value at greater depth where isopycnals slope more steeply (typically about 1:300).
The high values of along-isopycnal diffusivity (ϳ2 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s Ϫ1 ) generally employed by OGCMs compared to the horizontally invariant background vertical diffusivity of ϳ1 cm 2 s Ϫ1 imply that even modestly sloping isopycnals can cause strong vertical mixing. Despite constraints on the maximum degree of rotation for the tracer diffusion tensor, diffusion along steeply sloping isopycnals such as those that outcrop in the Southern Ocean can cause vertically homogeneous tracer properties. Sørensen et al. (2001) suggest NADW formation in their GM run is controlled by vertical mixing, as NA convection remains weak and shallow. Other model studies attribute NADW formation rates to convective overturning intensity (e.g., Rahmstorf 1995) . In light of the strong connection between NADW sinking and vertical tracer transport by convection, vertical diffusion, and isopycnal mixing, it is plausible that the difference between mixing parameterizations may imply different behavior of the ocean's overturning circulation in models. This question becomes particularly important when considering the high sensitivity of convective adjustment to a surface FW lens caused by, for instance, a meltwater discharge event (Rahmstorf 1995) .
A reduction in NA convection in response to an increased surface FW input drives further surface freshening from precipitation as downward convective ventilation is reduced. This positive feedback cycle is an efficient mechanism to shut down convection and NADW sinking in models where NADW formation depends largely on convection. Reduced convection inhibits NADW sinking, reducing the influx of saline lower latitude water, causing further freshening of the surface region leading to a further reduction in convection and sinking. This feedback is referred to as the positive salt feedback (Rahmstorf and Willebrand 1995) ; it is also responsible for the recovery of NADW formation that could occur after suppression. NADW shutdown in response to FW perturbations is generally associated with a strong permanent freshening of the NA (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer 1988; Sijp and England 2005) . Indeed, these strong feedbacks allow small FW perturbations to cause large surface salinity changes due to permanent circulation shifts. The apparent role of convection in shutting down NADW formation in horizontal diffusion (HD) models stresses the importance of proper representation of this process in OGCMs, in particular when considering its fundamentally different operation with the introduction of GM. Thus far, no study has assessed the sensitivity of NADW shutdown to choice of mixing scheme in ocean GCMs.
Models employing GM generally exhibit less NADW formation and outflow than models employing HD (e.g., Duffy et al. 1997 ). England and Rahmstorf (1999) attribute this to flatter isopycnal surfaces under GM resulting in weaker interior geostrophic flow. The reduction of diapycnal mixing in GM due to the absence of horizontal diffusion across steeply sloping isopycnals in the Southern Ocean could also be responsible for the reduction in NADW sinking rates (Duffy et al. 1997) . Indeed, Gerdes (1993) noted the importance of diapycnal mixing rather than vertical mixing in setting this rate. Furthermore, the shoaling of Atlantic isopycnals due to the removal of potential energy by eddy-induced advection may also reduce NADW formation (Gnanadesikan 1999) . This is also illustrated in the study of Kamenkovich and Sarachik (2004) , wherein a reduction in NADW formation is noted under GM as a result of denser Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) associated with shoaling isopycnals due to the tendency of GM velocities to flatten density surfaces. It remains unclear, however, whether the reduction of NADW formation and outflow under GM is accompanied by a greater vulnerability of NADW to collapse in response to FW perturbations. Such an FW anomaly might be due to a natural event such as meltwater discharge or low-frequency precipitation variability, or it may be induced by anthropogenic forcing (e.g., sea ice and glacial meltwater).
The sensitivity to surface freshening associated with convection in HD may also be different when isopycnal mixing (after Redi 1982) is employed. For instance, unlike convection, isopycnal diffusion along sloping isopycnals can efficiently transport surface properties deep into the interior in the absence of gravitationally unstable stratification. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the processes responsible for surface tracer removal in the NA when a tracer flux F surface (such as an FW perturbation) is applied at the surface. A tracer flux F hor due to horizontal advection (incorporating GM advection) and horizontal mixing terms can remove the freshwater anomaly laterally. Fluxes due to vertical mixing (F KV ), isopycnal mixing [F ISO , in the case of GM or Redi (1982) mixing], convection (F conv ), and vertical advection (F w , including GM advection) can also contribute to tracer removal from the NA surface region. The goal of this paper is to examine the sensitivity of NADW collapse to the choice of model mixing scheme, and to further elucidate the physical processes (Fig. 1 ) responsible for controlling NADW shutdown in ocean models. This will involve examination of cases including HD and GM, configured to evaluate the role of each separate component of lateral, isopycnal, and GM diffusion in setting NADW stability. Even though GM is now widely used in OGCMs, it is always incorporated with an additional along-isopycnal diffusion parameterization (normally Redi 1982) . It is thus of interest to quantify the effect of all mixing processes, including along-isopycnal mixing in areas of steeply sloping isopycnals, in setting NADW stability. Our experimental design is configured to enable us to separate the effects of isopycnal, horizontal, and GM mixing in this context.
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Section 2 covers a description of the model and experimental design. We will consider three main sets of experiments, one employing horizontal diffusion, the second set employing along-isopycnal diffusion, and the third set adopting the parameterization of GM. In section 3a we discuss the steady-state fields under the three different subgrid-scale eddy parameterizations, focusing on surface tracer removal processes from the NA catchment area. In section 3b we examine the hysteresis behavior of the three experiments under slowly varying FW perturbations applied to the NA. This includes an assessment of the existence of multiple steady states under the application of constant FW fluxes over prolonged periods of time. In section 3c we apply FW pulses on a short time scale to the three experiments to examine FW flux thresholds required for NADW collapse. Finally, section 4 consists of a discussion and conclusions.
Model and experimental design
We use the intermediate complexity coupled model described in detail in Weaver et al. (2001) averaged over the period 1958-97 to form a seasonal cycle from the monthly fields. Brine rejection during sea ice formation is parameterized after Duffy and Caldeira (1997) . The atmospheric model advects and diffuses moisture, and it diffuses heat. No flux corrections are used (for further model details, see Weaver et al. 2001) . Vertical mixing is achieved using a diffusivity that increases with depth, taking a value of 0.6 cm 2 s
Ϫ1
at the surface and increasing to 1.6 cm 2 s Ϫ1 at the bottom. The constant lateral mixing coefficient for momentum is 2 ϫ 10 9 cm 2 s
, and the constant vertical mixing coefficient for momentum is 10 cm 2 s
. The release of potential energy by convective overturning of the water column is modeled using the convective adjustment algorithm described by Rahmstorf (1993; see also Pacanowski 1995) . Neutral physics in regions of steeply sloping isopycnals is handled by quadratic tapering as described by Gerdes et al. (1991) . We use a maximum slope of one in a hundred. Here, GM is implemented by way of an advection velocity acting on the tracer fields. We use a second-order tracer advection scheme for HD and ISO, and the flux corrected transport (FCT) scheme (Boris and Book 1973; Zalesak 1979; Gerdes et al. 1991) for GM. The thickness of the surface ocean layer is 50 m, and no mixed layer scheme is employed. A rigid-lid approximation is used and surface freshwater fluxes are modeled by way of an equivalent salt flux calculated using a fixed reference salinity.
To examine the effect of different parameterizations of tracer transport by mesoscale eddies on meridional overturning stability we integrated three versions of the model for 3000 yr from idealized initial conditions. During this integration, stability is tracked by monitoring key MOT quantities such as the NADW formation and outflow rate. The first version, the horizontal diffusion run, employs the classical turbulent mixing parameterization via constant diffusion along Cartesian coordinates. The diffusion coefficient in both horizontal directions is A h ϭ 2 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s
. We also analyzed experiments wherein this diffusion rate is halved to 1 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s
. The second model version, the GM case, employs the eddy-induced advection parameterization of Gent and McWilliams (1990) , with isopycnal diffusion via a constant coefficient of 2 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s Ϫ1 and isopycnal thickness diffusion with a constant coefficient of 1 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s
. Additional sets of GM experiments were also investigated wherein along-isopycnal diffusion is reduced to 1 ϫ 10 7 and 0.5 ϫ 10 7 cm 2 s
. To isolate the effects of isopycnal diffusion, we have run a third set of experiments, ISO, wherein isopycnal diffusion occurs with the same coefficient as used in GM, but with the GM advection terms set to zero. In this third version we have to reintroduce horizontal diffusivity for numerical stability purposes. We employ the same horizontal diffusivity used in HD, so that ISO is identical to HD, with the exception of the additional effect of along-isopycnal diffusion. This pure isopycnal parameterization for mixing was first suggested by Redi (1982) and later implemented in an OGCM by Cox (1987) . The three experimental configurations, HD, GM, and ISO, will also be subjected to a variety of freshwater flux perturbations as described in sections 3b and 3c. ) and outflow (ϳ10 Sv) rates. (Outflow is taken to be the maximum of the MOT in the Atlantic sector at 33°S, normally occurring at around 1600-m depth). Figure 2c shows that MOT in GM is significantly different from HD and ISO. Here, GM exhibits a reduction in NADW formation (ϳ14 Sv) and outflow (ϳ7 Sv), accompanied by a shoaling in the NADW cell. There is a slight increase in Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) inflow into the Atlantic associated with this reduction in NADW penetration depth. This is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Duffy et al. 1997; England and Rahmstorf 1999) .
Results

a. Steady-state experiments
To examine the role of different tracer transport mechanisms in these steady states we apply a pulse of tracer flux (shown in Fig. 3e ) at the surface in the NA between 49.5°and 76.5°⌵ and attaining a maximum value of 0.51 m yr
Ϫ1
. This tracer is used to diagnose the rate of removal of surface water due to various mechanisms, including convection, diffusion (isopycnal and vertical), and advection. The time rate of change of tracer concentration TЈ in the North Atlantic is diagnosed between 49.5°and 76.5°⌵, volume averaged over the surface 50 m level. We further decompose TЈ into terms associated with convection (TЈ conv ), the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion (TЈ iso ), fixed background vertical diffusivity (TЈ KV ), all horizontal processes (TЈ hor ; including lateral advection, isopycnal diffusion, and GM velocity) and advection due to vertical velocity including, where appropriate, GM velocity (TЈ w ). The sum of these terms and the averaged air-sea surface dye tracer flux (T flux ) must equal TЈ, so that
In all budgets presented in this paper, we have verified that this is indeed the case. The terms in the tracer budget of Eq. (1) correspond to the fluxes in the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1 . Since no dye tracer is present at time t ϭ 0, time integration of TЈ from t ϭ 0 to some time t 1 equals, by definition, the volume averaged dye concentration T at time t 1 . Figure 3 shows the yearly and volume averaged dye tracer concentration T (Fig. 3a) and a budget decomposition of its time derivative TЈ computed in the model for HD (solid line), ISO (dashed), and GM (dotted). As for all calculations of T, the value is derived from the 50-m-thick surface layer in the NA between 49.5°and 76.5°⌵. The budget terms corresponding to the different tracer transport mechanisms are shown in Figs. 3b,c,d for HD, ISO, and GM, respectively. The dominance of TЈ conv in HD (blue curve in Fig. 3b ) stands in contrast to the dominance of TЈ iso in ISO and GM (black curve in Figs. 3c, d) . Note that the effect of convection is negligible in ISO and GM. This shows that under dynamical equilibrium, vertical tracer transport in the NA occurs via isopycnal diffusion when it is enabled, even when horizontal mixing is maintained in ISO. In contrast, convection dominates when isopycnal diffusion is absent in HD. This difference between HD and ISO, in spite of nearly identical MOT, results from the dominance of the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion as a tracer transport mechanism in ISO, replacing the process of convection that dominates in HD. In ISO and GM the role of convection as a tracer transport mechanism is negligible, and instead the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion dominates the surface water removal to the deep ocean.
b. Hysteresis behavior
To determine the range of surface salinity fluxes in the NA whereby multiple equilibria occur, we have uniformly applied an extra surface flux to the NA between 49.5°and 76.5°⌵ in the three experiments. This anomalous flux involves the introduction of an extra term to the usual surface salinity flux field otherwise determined by internal model factors such as precipitation, evaporation, sea ice growth/melt, river runoff and runoff outside river mouths. Starting from an NADW "on" state, we increase the extra FW flux at a rate of 0.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 m yr Ϫ1 until a value is reached whereby NADW formation is clearly suppressed. We then decrease the FW flux by the same rate each year returning to zero FW flux anomaly. The very slow rates of change involved in the FW flux perturbation allow the model to be in near-equilibrium at any point in time, except during transitions between NADW "on" and NADW "off" states. Comparable experiments were first conducted by Rahmstorf (1995) to demonstrate that OGCMs can exhibit similar behavior to the hysteresis response of Stommel's box model (Stommel 1961) . Figure 4 shows the resulting curve of NADW formation plotted against the magnitude of the FW perturbation. We record the NADW formation rate as the maximum value of the MOT in the downwelling branch of the North Atlantic (see Fig. 2 ). The shapes and locations of the hysteresis curves for the three experiments vary significantly. HD exhibits an abrupt decline when FW flux values of approximately 0.05 m yr Ϫ1 are reached, whereas the decline in NADW formation is much more gradual for GM. Like GM, ISO exhibits a generally gradual decline in NADW during the FW addition phase, although a more rapid decrease is simulated once NADW formation drops to below ϳ12 Sv. The steep decline when FW addition is at ϳ0.05 m yr Ϫ1 for HD stands in contrast to GM, wherein a stable NADW on state appears to persist to 0.1 m yr
Ϫ1
. This indicates a significantly greater NADW stability in the GM experiment. The ISO run also exhibits an increased stability as compared to HD. This suggests that the range of FW fluxes that allow multiple equilibria is shifted in the positive direction for GM and ISO when compared to HD. The hysteresis experiments also show that ISO and GM maintain NADW production for FW perturbations far beyond those seen under HD.
To further examine the stability of certain points on the hysteresis curve, we have continued the integration for a range of constant FW flux values for several thousands years of model time. Table 1 shows the equilibrium NADW formation rates for HD and GM under several constant FW perturbations. For HD, a constant FW perturbation of 0.045 m yr Ϫ1 yields a stable NADW overturning of 20.3 Sv, whereas a collapse is observed when 0.050 m yr Ϫ1 is applied. Therefore, the threshold for NADW collapse must lie somewhere between 0.045 and 0.050 m yr Ϫ1 . In contrast, under a significantly stronger constant perturbation of 0.100 m yr
, GM permits an on state of 11.5 Sv. This perturbation is more than double the FW flux that sees HD maintain a single steady state with no NADW formation. This indicates that NADW is significantly more robust to the addition of FW perturbations in GM compared to HD. Furthermore, ISO also admits a stable NADW on state (ϳ18 Sv) under a perturbation of 0.1 m yr Ϫ1 . These results confirm that NADW exhibits a markedly increased stability to FW addition under GM and ISO compared to HD. In summary, model experiments employing HD are much more vulnerable to an FW-induced NADW shutdown compared to ISO and GM experiments. Equivalently, GM and ISO experiments exhibit a greater resilience in NADW to FW perturbations. We will now examine the underlying physics of this fundamental difference in model behavior.
c. Transient FW pulse experiments
To further examine the increased stability of NADW in ISO and GM, we undertake a new set of experiments wherein a short FW pulse attaining a maximum value of 0.51 m yr Ϫ1 is applied. The magnitude of the FW pulse (Fig. 5f ) is chosen to excite a transition to an NADW off state. Similar to the fluxes used in the hysteresis experiments, this is a non-internal FW flux, applied uniformly in the NA between 49.5°and 76.5°⌵. However, the perturbation time scale of 300 yr is much shorter and the model is not in near-equilibrium during this run. Note that the maximum magnitude of the flux is also significantly larger than that used in the hysteresis experiments, as larger values are required to shut down NADW when a short pulse is applied due to the inertia in the response of the system. Figure 5a shows NADW production rate versus time for HD, ISO, and GM. In terms of NADW production, GM and ISO recover from an initial reduction, whereas in HD a permanent transition to an NADW off state occurs in response to the perturbation. We will see that it is also possible to obtain this stable off state for HD by employing even weaker perturbations than the one shown here. Figure 5b shows the yearly maximum of convection depth in the North Atlantic versus time for HD, ISO, and GM in response to the FW pulse of Fig. 5f . Convection depth is defined as the maximum depth attained by overturning of gravitationally unstable waters originating at the surface. The HD run, where a transition to an off state occurs, exhibits an initial sharp reduction in maximum convection depth from ϳ2400 to ϳ200 m depth, followed by a weak recovery to a shallow depth of less than 1000 m. The ISO run also shows a sharp drop from similar values of ϳ2400 m depth to around ϳ1000 m, yet a gradual recovery to the initial values of ϳ2400 m depth occurs after the FW perturbation has ceased. Note that although convection depth for HD and ISO are similar, the convective transport of dye tracer is weak in ISO (see section 3a). The time behavior of convection is again different for the GM run, where no significant change in maximum convection depth occurs in response to the perturbation for the entire 600 yr. This indicates that convection does not play a significant role in the formation of NADW in GM, with the convection depth remaining shallow (ϳ1000 m) throughout this run (even when NADW formation rates have weakened). This is in agreement with earlier results (Sørensen et al. 2001) showing that convection is not a significant open-ocean vertical tracer transport mechanism in models employing a GM parameterization of subgrid-scale eddies. The initial horizontal distribution of convection depth in ISO is nearly identical to HD as seen in Hirst and Cai (1994;  figure not shown). This is due to the similar density distributions for ISO and HD. In contrast, convection depth is usually shallow and occurs over much smaller areas in models employing the GM parameterization (e.g., Danabasoglu et al. 1994; England 1995) due to the increased stratification caused by the GM parameterization. The increased density stratification arises as downslope flows of dense water are little mixed compared to HD and ISO experiments, and in addition NADW penetration is more shallow. The representation of convection in the Southern Ocean for GM is generally in better agreement with observations (England and Rahmstorf 1999). It is finally noted that although HD and ISO have similar deep NA maximum convection (ϳ2400 m, see Fig. 5b ), convective tracer transport is significant in HD, yet weak in ISO. This is because the Redi (1982) isopycnal mixing terms diffuse tracers along steeply sloping density surfaces prior to the convection loop in the GFDL MOM. Surface fluxes are allowed to evolve freely in our coupled model. Therefore, the difference in response of NADW to FW perturbations in HD, ISO, and GM could be due to a difference that evolves in the surface buoyancy fluxes. To examine whether this is the case, Fig. 5c shows the average surface heat flux over the NA against time for HD, ISO, and GM. Negative values represent heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere. Heat flux in HD exhibits a transition to a permanently reduced state over the course of the FW perturbation. This corresponds to the reduction in northward oceanic heat transport associated with a transition from an NADW on state to an NADW off state in HD. In contrast, the heat flux is temporarily reduced in ISO and GM, but recovers as NADW formation returns to its initial strength. Figure 5d shows the SST for HD, ISO, and GM. The transition from an NADW on state to an NADW off state in HD is accompanied by a reduction in average SST of more than 2°C in the NA. ISO and GM exhibit temporary reductions in SST during the period when NADW is reduced. The reduction in SST seen in HD, ISO, and GM is caused by a reduction in poleward oceanic heat transport due to the inhibition of NADW formation resulting from the FW anomaly. This reduction in SST leads to the reduction in oceanic heat loss in the NA seen in Fig. 5c . Therefore, the reduction in surface loss over the NA is caused by a reduction in NADW formation. It is also noted that, conversely, the reduction in NADW formation is not caused by the reduction in oceanic heat loss. Indeed, the SST values in GM during the FW perturbation are higher and therefore less conducive to NADW sinking than in HD, and yet NADW remains more robust in GM. Figure 5e shows the total FW flux over the NA for HD, ISO, and GM during these FW perturbation experiments. During the period of application of the FW perturbation, we find very similar FW fluxes for HD, ISO, and GM. This is because the three experiments have similar surface FW fluxes in their steady states, and the magnitude of the FW perturbation we apply far exceeds the small FW flux adjustments and feedbacks generated by the coupled system. Therefore, there are negligible differences in internal feedbacks of the airsea hydrological cycle across the three mixing experiments. Thus, we find that the increased robustness with respect to FW perturbations of GM and ISO is not a result of differences in surface buoyancy flux response between the experiments, but rather due to the differences between the mixing mechanisms themselves (elaborated in section d).
To examine the sensitivity of NADW formation with respect to FW pulses applied to the North Atlantic, we have conducted further experiments with FW perturbations of identical duration and shape, but with different magnitudes. These additional FW pulse experiments are applied to the HD and GM equilibria. Figure  6 shows NADW production rate versus time for HD using perturbations attaining a maximum value of 0.34, 0.38, and 0.43 m yr Ϫ1 (Fig. 6a) and GM using perturbations attaining a maximum value of 0.51, 0.85, and 1.02 m yr Ϫ1 (Fig. 6b) . Also shown is the NADW production rate under GM employing a weak flux adjustment term of 0.06 m yr Ϫ1 applied to the NA concurrent with a superimposed FW pulse attaining a maximum value of 1.53 m yr
Ϫ1
. A slow recovery to an on state occurs in HD for the perturbation peaking at 0.34 m yr
. We have verified that NADW formation fully recovers in this experiment after more than 3000 yr, whereas perturbations peaking at values of 0.38 m yr Ϫ1 or greater cause a collapse of the NADW formation when HD is used. In contrast, GM exhibits a robust response to a perturbation of peak value 0.51 m yr
. This value is significantly higher than values whereby we observe a collapse for HD (e.g., 0.38 m yr Ϫ1 ). No transition to an off state is observed with a peak perturbation of 0.51 m yr Ϫ1 under GM with NADW formation only briefly suppressed to 6-7 Sv, and within 1000 yr a complete recovery of the NADW on state is obtained. A deeper suppression of NADW and a longer recovery time is observed for the strong perturbations with peak values of 0.85 and 1.02 m yr Ϫ1 under GM. To obtain a stable NADW off state in response to FW forcing, we have run GM to steady state while applying a constant background FW flux adjustment of 0.06 m yr Ϫ1 (0.02 Sv) applied to the NA (compensated by an FW extraction of 0.02 Sv from the high latitudes of the Southern Ocean). The fixed background FW flux is applied to ensure the possibility of a stable NADW off state in GM and represents only a slight modification to the model's hydrological cycle. This minor flux correction is different in magnitude and nature to the FW pulse-in the flux corrected case a permanent extra FW flux is applied, creating a slightly different equilibrium climate. We see from Fig. 6 that subsequent superimposition of an FW pulse attaining a maximum value of 1.53 m yr Ϫ1 (0.47 Sv, red) yields a transition to a stable NADW off state by about year 600. The main conclusion of our paper, namely that there is increased robustness of NADW formation under GM, is backed up by the fact that even the flux-corrected GM experiment requires stronger FW perturbations to shut down NADW formation than the standard HD experiment.
To examine the effect of the location of our chosen FW perturbation, we have run an additional set of experiments similar to those shown in Fig. 6 , but applying an FW flux to a surface area of similar spatial extent, located further to the south at 32.4°-46.6°N (figure not shown). We find similar behavior to that of the experiments described above, indicating that our FW pulse results are not dependent on application of the FW anomaly over the region of convection and deepwater formation. In the case of the subtropical-midlatitude anomalies, the models' advection field moves the FW anomaly northward to the regions of deep water formation, resulting in collapsed or sustained NADW according to choice of model mixing scheme.
d. Diagnosis of model processes
To examine the roles of convection and isopycnal diffusion in driving the dynamical behavior of NADW sinking in response to an FW pulse we have conducted additional experiments similar to the diagnostic passive tracer experiments used to construct Fig. 3 . In particular, concurrent with applying the FW pulse of Fig. 5f we carry an additional passive tracer, initially zero everywhere, and forced with a tracer flux identical in magnitude and timing to that of the FW pulse. This allows us to tag the FW flux into the NA and trace its propagation through the model, separate from its effects on salinity. Figure 7 shows the yearly and volume averaged dye tracer concentration T in response to the FW perturbation computed directly in the model for HD, ISO, and GM. The decomposed budget terms (see section 3a) are also shown for HD, ISO, and GM. Comparing the surface concentration of passive tracer T in the FW pulse experiments (Fig. 7a) with that in the NADW on states (Fig. 3a) shows that the dye concentrations are generally higher during the FW pulse experiments, indicating a reduced removal rate of dye from the NA when FW is added and NADW formation weakens. It is found that TЈ conv no longer dominates in HD and is negligible in ISO and GM. moval mechanisms in the FW perturbation experiments. This is related to the higher dye tracer concentrations in these experiments as NADW production slows. The FW pulse causes a significant reduction in convection for HD (Fig. 7b) . In contrast, weaker reductions occur in TЈ iso under ISO and GM. The overall reduction of tracer transport by these previously efficient tracer removal mechanisms (as seen in Fig. 3 ) contributes to the higher dye tracer concentrations seen during the FW pulse experiments. An accumulation of NA dye tracer concentrations causes an increased throughput of tracer by the previously less effective removal mechanisms, such as horizontal processes (TЈ hor ) and fixed background vertical diffusion (TЈ KV ).
The strength of these processes increases with increased vertical and horizontal tracer gradients resulting from the higher concentrations at the source regions. Another significant contributing factor to the higher surface tracer concentration in the FW pulse experiments is the positive sign of the vertical advective tracer transport TЈ w . The total vertical advection tracer fluxes were small, but negative, in the NADW on set of experiments (Figs. 3b-d) . Under FW forcing, vertical advection goes from being a weak tracer removal process, to being a process that returns tracer to the surface at 49.5°-76.5°N. This net return of dye tracer to the source region by vertical advection arises from large areas of upward velocity at the base of the grid cells in the surface layer within our diagnostic area. Figure 8 shows the vertical velocity w for experiment HD (NADW on) at the surface and at 1100-m depth. At the surface, a broad area of upwelling occurs within the diagnostic area for the tracer budget, with downwelling occurring at the surface along the coasts of Greenland and Northern Europe, and in parts of the Labrador Sea. At 1100-m depth, in contrast, downwelling near the Greenland coast and in the Labrador Sea dominates. Advective tracer fluxes across the bottom interface of the surface cells are calculated by multiplying the tracer concentration by the vertical velocity across the interface. Since the dye tracer concentration is greater than or equal to zero, the flux and vertical velocity are of the same sign.
To further this analysis of vertical advection in the models, Table 2 shows the yearly averaged rate of dye concentration change at year 200 due to vertical advection (TЈ w ) and the total contributions by upward advection (TЈ up ) and downward advection (TЈ down ). Also shown are the average vertical velocity (w) over the surface slab, the average downward velocity (w down ) and the average upward velocity (w up ) at the base of the surface layer in our budget region, as well as the corresponding mean tracer concentrations at the surface NA for reference. A positive velocity w indicates upward motion. Downward velocity can be seen to be reduced due to the increased buoyancy of surface water resulting from the FW perturbation in HD. Counter- intuitively, downward advective dye transport (TЈ down ) increases in HD when NADW is suppressed. This occurs because despite the reduction in downward velocity, the higher surface tracer concentration results in an increase in downward advective transport, as this transport equals the product of vertical velocity and dye concentration. Upward advective dye transport (TЈ up ) also increases due to higher tracer concentrations (T ), as well as increased upward velocity (w up ) in HD. The magnitude of this change in upward advection is larger than the change in downward advection and thus the sign of TЈ w changes in HD as FW is added. The positive contribution of TЈ w when NADW formation is suppressed in HD therefore results from an increase in upward advection despite downward tracer fluxes increasing. Unlike HD, GM exhibits a reduction in downward advection that coincides with a reduction in downward velocity, despite higher dye concentrations when NADW is suppressed. Also, despite a slight increase in mean upward velocity and higher mean dye concentrations, net upward advection is slightly reduced when NADW is suppressed in GM (this can occur as the net advection is the area-weighted integral of wT over the diagnostic domain). The increase in TЈ w therefore results solely from a decrease in downward advection, thus allowing the upward advection to dominate. Note that the average vertical velocity in the surface layer is upward in our diagnostic domain, whether or not NADW is suppressed. At first this appears contrary to the notion of meridional overturning in the NA, although Fig. 2 confirms that very little (if any) of the NA overturning occurs out of the surface layer in our diagnostic domain (49.5°-76.5°N). At deeper levels, such as, 1100-m depth, the net vertical velocity is downward and of significant magnitude. This is in agreement with the meridional streamfunctions shown in Fig. 2 , where a net downward mass transport occurs at 50°-70°N, but not necessarily at the surface.
To compare the relative importance of the tracer transport mechanisms in the FW-perturbed (Fig. 7) and NADW on states, we integrate the contributions of the tracer transport mechanisms to TЈ by each mechanism over the first 600 yr of the model runs. Figures 3a and  7a show that after 600 yr most of the dye tracer has been removed from the source region. Indeed, the sum of the time-integrated removal mechanism terms is within 2% of the total amount of dye added to the ocean, indicating that only a small amount of tracer remains in the source region after 600 yr. The bar charts shown in Fig. 9 show the breakdown of the total amount of dye tracer removed from the surface ocean due to convection, vertical and isopycnal diffusion, all horizontal transport processes combined, and vertical advection (including GM where appropriate). When NADW is on in the HD experiments, most dye tracer is removed by convection with only small contributions from T hor and T w and a slightly larger contribution from T KV (Fig. 9a) . The maximum FW pulse HD run shows a significant reduction in the total amount of tracer removed by convection (Fig. 9b) . This is because the maximum convection depth decreases in response to the FW pulse (Fig. 5b) , so that even in the isolated areas where convection is still removing surface tracer, it is only doing so to intermediate and shallow depths. As such, the residual convective transport shown in Figs. 7 and 9 for HD only indicates transport to shallow model layers. Once convection is weakened by the FW pulse, it is up to horizontal advection, vertical mixing, and the downwelling component of vertical advection to remove the surface tracer.
Experiments ISO and GM show similar differences between the NADW on and FW pulse experiments. Advection is apparent in the FW pulse cases, with in- creased (negative) horizontal transport offset in part (ISO) or fully (GM) by positive vertical transport. In contrast, advection effects are relatively small in the steady NADW on version of these experiments, although horizontal tracer transport processes and vertical advection appear to play a nonnegligible role in the GM run, perhaps due to the GM advective terms. Tracer removal by convection is very weak for the NADW on states of ISO and GM, and even smaller for the FW pulse versions. Instead, isopycnal diffusion TЈ iso takes the place of convection as the dominating tracer removal process for ISO and GM in the NADW on experiments. This is due to the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion arising from sloping density surfaces in the NA. Most importantly, removal of tracer by isopycnal mixing is not substantially weakened in the FW pulse experiments (Fig. 9b) , particularly in GM, in stark contrast to the convection collapse in HD.
Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that replacement of fixed horizontal diffusion by the GM parameterization in a coupled model strongly increases its stability with respect to an anomalous FW pulse applied to the NA. When we first made this discovery, our initial hypothesis was that a reduction in the Veronis effect under GM (e.g., Böning et al. 1995) leads to an increased capacity for FW export from the NA, reducing the sensitivity of NADW to FW pulses in the region. Under this hypothesis, HD experiments are vulnerable to a freshwater-induced NADW collapse as the Veronis effect recycles water in a shallow cell within the North Atlantic. However, dye tracer experiments in the North Atlantic disproved this hypothesis. Instead we find isopycnal diffusion to be the cause of the increased NADW formation stability with respect to FW addition in our experiments.
Our hysteresis experiments show that the increased stability of the GM run is associated with an increased NADW stability with respect to constant external NA FW addition (see Fig. 4 ; Table 1 ). The difference in behavior between GM and HD in response to short FW pulses is therefore not a feature arising from transient dynamical factors, but relates to the actual existence of multiple equilibria. The significant increase in NADW stability upon the introduction of isopycnal diffusion seen in the ISO experiments indicates that isopycnal diffusion of tracer, rather than isopycnal thickness diffusion, is responsible for the increased NADW stability observed in the GM run. This result is robust with respect to the choice of isopycnal diffusion rates (we have tested values at half and one quarter of that reported above). Also, since a fixed background horizontal diffusion is absent in our GM case, one might consider that the reduced NADW stability in our HD experiment is somehow related to the effect of HD. This is not the case however: the increased NADW stability in the ISO run, which includes a fixed background horizontal diffusion, shows that HD itself is not the determining factor for the model's degree of NADW stability. Indeed, despite the very similar density distribution and overturning of HD and ISO when an FW pulse is applied, the dynamical responses to FW addition are very different under these two mixing parameterizations.
Our HD budget analysis shows that in the NADW sinking regions, convection is the dominant mechanism whereby vertical tracer transport into the ocean's interior occurs. In contrast, in ISO this role is replaced by isopycnal diffusion. Under FW forcing, the reduction in vertical tracer transport by isopycnal diffusion in ISO is not as large as the reduction of convection in HD. Also, the recovery of NADW formation in ISO indicates a stronger capacity for reestablishment of this transport mechanism after its reduction by a surface anomaly of FW. Even less reduction of isopycnal diffusion occurs in GM, implying a stronger insensitivity of NADW sinking to FW perturbations compared to ISO. This is borne out by the NADW formation rate behavior shown in the hysteresis experiments (Fig. 4) and the FW pulse experiments (Fig. 5) . The ability of isopycnal diffusion to remain present during an FW perturbation in ISO and GM, albeit along less-steeply-sloped density surfaces, appears to be the key factor in the increased stability of NADW formation seen in our series of experiments. The decreased tendency of NADW to collapse in response to an anomalous surface FW flux when isopycnal diffusivity is employed derives from the increased robustness of the vertical component of isopycnal diffusivity over convection as a vertical tracer transport mechanism. This increased insensitivity is due to the fact that the vertical isopycnal transport can mix FW along density surfaces into the ocean interior, whereas convection only operates on unstably stratified columns. The stronger precondition for convection to occur is more easily removed by the application of an FW perturbation. The weakening of convection in response to FW addition is illustrated by the precipitous decline of maximum convection depth seen in Fig. 5b . Application of the FW pulse results in a significant shoaling of the depth range of static instability associated with winter surface cooling in HD. Persistent isopycnal transports from the NA surface into the ocean interior, in contrast, can occur under stably stratified conditions. The isopycnal mixing process continues to operate during the addition of an FW pulse, whereas convection shuts down. This is most strongly borne out by our tracer budget for the GM run, where significant tracer transport by the vertical component of isopycnal diffusion persists while the FW perturbation is applied. The hysteresis experiments show that despite the increased NADW stability in GM and ISO, NADW off states do occur for a range of FW flux values (at notably higher rates than those required to collapse NADW in HD). In this case surface density in the NA is reduced, so that the deep isopycnals associated with NADW no longer outcrop at the surface. Instead, shallow tracer penetration occurs by isopycnal diffusion and deep water formation is absent. To summarize our results, Fig. 10 shows a schematic diagram of NADW formation sensitivity to vertical tracer removal processes.
It is noted that although the GM parameterization represents a more realistic representation of the effect of mesoscale eddies on tracers in ocean models, our results do not necessarily imply that greater realism of NADW stability is attained under GM. Rather, we have highlighted an undesirable sensitivity of NADW stability to choice of mixing scheme. Care ought to be taken when seeking to obtain critical thresholds for FW-induced collapse of NADW in ocean and coupled climate models as the required FW rates are set, in part, by the choice of model mixing scheme. Since the surface area where we apply the FW flux is relatively large, targeting the FW perturbation directly over the Labrador Sea convection area (as was done, e.g., in Rahmstorf 1995) , would see an even lower threshold for NADW collapse under HD. Our study suggests a dramatically different FW threshold would exist under GM in such experiments.
Deep water formation in the real ocean occurs via processes that remain unresolved in coarse-resolution FIG. 9 . Bar chart depicting a budget breakdown by process of the total amount of dye tracer that has been removed from the NA source region during the period between year 0 and year 600 for (a) the steady-state NADW "on" runs shown in Fig. 3, and (b) the FW pulse runs shown in Fig. 7 . Here, HD is indicated by the solid bars, ISO by the gray bars and GM by the white bars. For each experiment the sum of the bar values very closely matches the total amount of tracer input over the corresponding period, indicating that most of the tracer has been removed by year 600. The breakdown includes convection (conv), isopycnal diffusion (iso), background vertical diffusion (K V ), all horizontally acting tracer transport processes (hor) and advection by vertical velocity, including the GM velocity (w).
global OGCMs. In the real ocean, convection in the North Atlantic may collapse in response to surface freshening arising from increased melt water or enhanced precipitation. We have demonstrated that in ocean models, NADW stability depends on the choice of model mixing scheme. The increased stability of NADW formation to FW perturbations under ISO and GM point to the importance of further study into the representation of deep water formation processes in OGCMs. In particular, it remains unclear whether or not the degree of isopycnal diffusion simulated in ocean models is realistic. Direct observations of this process are limited, as is our knowledge of the appropriate coefficient to use for along-isopycnal diffusion in ocean models. Our study suggests that NADW formation in ocean models employing GM may be more stable with respect to FW perturbations than is suggested on the basis of convection alone. Conversely, if isopycnal mixing is overestimated in ocean models or if it is unrealistically represented, a refinement of this parameterization is required.
